Abstract：The theoretical calculation formula of the power frequency electric field around the high voltage AC transmission line is improved through the research, and comparing the calculated results with the measured results of the 500kV UHV AC transmission line which has been built, the improved theory between calculated and measured values was the same trend, the same precision, and the theoretical value is slightly larger than the measured. It is practical and valuable to predict and analyze the influence of power frequency electric field on the surrounding environment of high voltage AC transmission line.
Introduction
Along with the expansion of the scale and voltage level of high voltage AC transmission line, the influence of transmission line on the people and the environment is also concerned [1] .The traditional two dimensional electric field intensity has a good application in the calculation of the electric field intensity of the symmetrical line. However, with the increase of the accuracy of the calculation and some special transmission lines, the theoretical calculation results of the traditional two-dimensional electric field strength calculation formula are greatly different from the actual measurement results, and it is not applicable anymore [2] .In order to satisfy the high voltage AC transmission lines electric field strength calculation accuracy,consistency and difficulty, it is necessary to optimize the traditional formula to ensure the reliability of the environmental impact prediction at the design stage.
Improvement of calculation formula

Calculate line equivalent charge
Assuming that the coordinates of any equivalent charge Q on a conductor in space are (x 1, y 1 , z 1 ), according to the Maxwell formula, the relationship between the ground voltage and the equivalent charge on the high voltage AC transmission line is：
In which Q is the matrix of equivalent charge on the transmission line; U is the equivalent charge on the transmission line on the ground voltage matrix; P is the transmission line of the equivalent charge of the potential coefficient matrix [3, 4] .
Without considering the effect of the earth on the equivalent charge of the transmission line, the potential coefficient P of any equivalent charge in space can be approximated as：
For πandε type is constant, R is an arbitrary space A (x, y, z) to the equivalent of a single circular cylinder conductor wire in the distance, R approximate formula can be expressed as： In which n is the number of bundled conductors, r is the split conductor radius, Unit: M.
Calculation of electric field strength
After calculating the equivalent charge on the transmission line, we can calculate the field strength of any point in the space according to the superposition principle. Assuming that the Three-dimensional coordinate system is established, The X axis is parallel to the transmission line, The Y axis is perpendicular to the transmission line, The Z axis is perpendicular to the transmission line and the ground surface, then the electric field strength component at point A(x,y,z) is： 
Calculation accuracy comparison
In order to simplify the comparison with the traditional three dimensional theory,the electric field generated by an infinite charge is studied here. The selection of the Three dimensional coordinate system is: parallel to the ground surface but perpendicular to the direction of the transmission line is the X axis direction, perpendicular to the ground and the transmission line direction as Y axis direction, parallel to the ground and the transmission line direction as Z axis direction. According to the above assumptions and the coordinates of selected point A , equivalent charge coordinates and d、n, it can be known that z E =0.Compared with the theoretical calculation of the traditional three dimensional theory, the results are shown in Table 1 . Compared with the traditional three-dimensional calculation results, the results calculated by the improved three-dimensional theoretical formula are the same as the traditional three dimensional calculation accuracy,and the x E and y E calculated by the improved three-dimensional electric field strength calculation formula are generally higher than the traditional three-dimensional electric field strength theory calculated results,it is very favorable and practical for the forecast of the design phase of UHV AC transmission line environmental impact.
Example verification
In order to verify the relationship between the theoretical calculation results and the actual measurement results, this paper selects a 500kV UHV AC transmission line which has been built to conduct a comparative analysis of measured. The distance from the single return conductor in the 500 kV UHV AC transmission lines to ground is 16.5m, the wires are arranged horizontally and the line spacing is 12m, the distance from the double circuit conductor to ground is 16.2m. The wire level spacing is 13m(Upper phase conductor),17m(Medium phase conductor), 15m(bottom phase conductor),the vertical line spacing was 10.6m/10.7m.According to the field measurement data and theoretical calculation formula, the results of the 500 kV UHV AC transmission lines are summarized in Table 2 . The comparison between the calculated results and measured results of 500 kV UHV AC transmission line power frequency electric field strength as shown in Figure 1 :
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Fig 1 Comparison between the measured results and calculated results
As shown in Table 2 and Figure 1 ,the calculated results are in agreement with the measured results, the power frequency electric field intensity variation trend is consistent. The theoretical calculation of power frequency electric field maximum value is 4.31kV/m, and it appears in the edge phase conductor projection. The measured results of power frequency electric field maximum value is 4.25kV/m, and also appears in the edge phase conductor projection. The calculated maximum result is slightly larger than the actual measured result.
Conclusions
(1) Based on the theoretical calculation formula of the electric field strength of the traditional high voltage AC transmission lines for the improvement, the traditional two-dimensional calculation formula is improved to the three-dimensional computing formula, the calculation method is simple and easy to use, and it has the engineering application value in improving the measurement precision.
(2) In order to further verify the theoretical formula of the electric field strength after the improvement of the accuracy and its practical application value, the 500kV UHV AC transmission line which has been built is selected for measurement, the theoretical calculation results can satisfy the requirements of the actual measurement accuracy and the trend of change by comparing and analyzing the theoretical calculation results and the actual measurement results. From the analysis of the data, it can be seen that the theoretical calculation results are generally larger than the measured results, and it has a good practical value for predicting the influence of the power frequency electric field of the high voltage AC transmission line on the surrounding environment in the design stage.
